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When ever you think of term papers you imagine your desk full of papers, books and piles of
articles. Writing your college term paper is not only an academic responsibility but your research no
matter how minor your attempt is but it is a driving force which can move your society towards
development, another thing must be taken into account that development should not look in some
particular and stern perspective, actually it is a diverse movement and intellectual development is
more important than material development.

Term papers need lots of hard work like gathering information from article, internet, books and
people, summing them up in a presentable manner but the thing is what benefits would a researcher
get from this long hard intellectual exercise? Some people are against it that this exercise is useless
just the waste of time and energies of students. But some are satisfied and take it as a challenge
and source of utter knowledge, a sparkling opportunity to discover something new which could be
paved the way for innovative progress in the respective field. College is the place to learn life it
should not be taken just as an educational institution but a diverse world with numerous shades of
life and these papers carry the potential to paint this world with brighter opportunities.

This academic obligation is remained there since many decades but there are many issues that are
raised recently that if research papers are doing good to young studentâ€™s brain. As it has
experienced, most of the students are failed to pursue the real objective of these assignments.
Students are not completely responsible of this fact but teachers must help students to figure out
their problems and hurdles before or during the task. Writing tasks can only be productive unless
studentâ€™s minds are nourished with proper teaching and training. If an institution wants to produce
positive and constructive academic research which could assist societal research and development
sector, training sessions and seminars should be conducted to emphasize the importance and
application of conducting research in modern times.

In this new developed era students are not limited to certain scenarios, they have better options and
means to put their research in front of the world and get directly connected to the responders. They
can get feed backs and criticism over their established themes. Concern authorities can consult the
student for using his or her ideas or innovation. In the field of social science, research can contribute
in national think tank phenomenon we can have the example of â€œClash of Civilizationâ€• by Samuel
Huntington and â€œEnd of Timesâ€• by Francis Fukuyama these two are research thesis of scholars but
had a great and driving impact over world politics, although these researches have not conducted
by college students but their thesis are coming out from the same path, their primary college training
made them able to evolve a theme that just revolutionalize the world. Actually research assignments
are standardized platform which enable them to contribute in societal advancement by means of
their intellect.
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